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Under the Artistic Direction of Olivia Quayle and Jan Patzke, Joli Vyann
presents an innovative fusion of daring acrobatics and beautifully articulated,
communicative dance, drawing in audiences through stories which fire the
imagination. The work is athletic, technical, exciting, emotive and relevant.

The company’s latest work TimeLess is a daredevil yet sensitive
representation of the ambiguous nature of time and the threat to humanity
posed by climate change.  Performing inside and around a 7m high rotating
hourglass, the four performers explore the fragile relationship between
civilisation and nature, and the precarious balance that could at any point tip
into chaos.

Commissioned by Norfolk and Norwich festival, Stockton International
Riverside festival, Timber festival and Salisbury International Arts festival.
Co-commissioned by Bournemouth Arts by the Sea, Merchant City festival
Imagine Watford/ Watford Palace and The Point, Eastleigh.  Supported by
Out There Arts, Great Yarmouth and 101 Outdoor Arts



BOOKING DETAILS

Touring on request

Performers 4 (plus 1 swing performer)

Number on the road 6 (plus child and childcare)

Duration 35 minutes

Number of performances each day 2, with 2 hours clear between performances (in
other words, each performance starts minimum 2
hour 30 minutes apart)

Performance area 10m x 10m x 8.5m high (parbuckling requires a
width of 12m).  Flat, even surface.  The company
can perform on grass or concrete, advised in
advance.

Set up From 9am day before first performance (company
arrives the night before and requires
accommodation from then). Presenter to provide
crew as below.  Company members help with the



set up.

Warm up The company prefer to do their warm up on the
performance site.  If this is not possible (eg
because of weather conditions), a warm up space
with 4 metres height is ideal.  If the allocated space
is some distance from the performance area, a
quick warm up space (eg, in a tent) needs to be
provided close by for there to be a good chance of
a performance in changeable weather conditions.

Technical Requirements Presenters need to provide:

a sound system (ideally with four speakers, one for
each corner) with connection to laptop or phone
which the company brings;
lighting if the performances are after sunset;
warm up space as above;
Ballast (for concrete sites, 2.5 tonne per tirfor is
required and 1 tonne per foot (7 tonne total
section) for get in and get out. Ballast can be
concrete or IBC’s. No ballast required during
performance.  The festival must provide the
equipment and means to move the ballasts, eg
pallet truck;
4-6 crew for get in and get out.  The crew should
be able to use tools such as spanners, ratchets and
allan keys,  and to have correct heavy lifting
technique.

The company tours its own floor and dance mat,
tools and tirfors. The set is erected by parbuckling.

Special effects The show involves a haze/smoke.  The company
tour with a haze machine.

Site access Presenters need to provide:

drop-off point on the performance site;
secure parking space for the company’s 16ft
dropside van and 16 ft flatbed trailer for the entire
duration of the stay.

Stewards and security Presenters need to provide:

Minimum two stewards to ensure the public do
not cross the performance area during the action,
and to stay 10 minutes after the performance to
clear the site of beads;
24 hour security for set and vehicles.

Get out The get out takes place the day following the final



performance and takes 6-8 hours.  Presenter to
provide crew as above to help the company.  All
company members help with the get out.

Wet or extreme weather The show cannot play in rain.  The show can be
performed in a slight drizzle at the performers’
discretion and may be adapted. Extreme heat can
be a problem and the festival may need to cover
the set to shade it.  Wind may make some tricks
impossible, an average wind speed of over 22mph
(Wind loading 10m/s) and gusts of 39 mph and
above, will make the set unsafe for performance.
Again the performances can only go ahead at the
company’s discretion and may be adapted.  The
company is always open to discussing what’s
possible, rather than cancelling.

Performance fee (UK only) £6500 plus VAT for one day, £8000 plus VAT for two
days, £11,000 plus VAT for 3  days plus
transportation, travel, per diem and
accommodation (see On Costs below)

Performance fee (outside UK) Price on application.

On costs Accommodation for the artistic directors (two
performers) should be in a self-contained
apartment or house with two double bedrooms
suitable for four people plus child (the company
travels with their son and child minder(s)) - see
below.
The other members of the cast and crew can stay
either in hotels or in an apartment according to
the Presenter’s choice.
Please note that the company arrives two days
before their performance and leaves after the get
out.
Depending on travel distances, the get out may
require two nights accommodation after the final
performance for some if not all company
members.
On site catering may be substituted for per diems
under certain conditions and with the agreement
of the company.
Travel and transportation costs will be estimated in
advance.  The artistic directors travel by train or
van.  The other performers travel by train.

Company Access The two artistic directors (who are a couple) travel
with their toddler and childcare person/people. In
order to continue performing this extremely
physical show there are a few requests which make



life easier with a toddler on tour:
A self contained apartment is required with at least
2 bedrooms so that the childcare personnel can
stay with the family.
If an apartment is absolutely not possible and a
hotel is the only option, the company would need
a conversation well in advance.
Either way, there needs to be enough space for a
travel cot and a separate space where parents can
eat dinner after their child goes to bed.  There also
needs to be access in the accommodation for a
pushchair and there needs to be parking close by.
If the festival can provide childcare please have a
conversation with STDMA in the first instance.

Trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTT0JMjftDs

Full length performance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YJSPUhL1YI

Contact Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency
+44 7757 654790 sarah@stdma.com

www.stdma.com
www.joli-vyann.com
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